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Welcome!

I created this Playbook for your use in this time of global crisis. We’re all trying to

figure out how to make the “new normal” work. Recently, the online presentations

I've seen have ranged from good...all the way to cringeworthy. So, I’m sharing my

observations and advice, in the interest of getting you the best results possible from

how we connect to others for the near-term future: online.

My goal is to help you shine light on the value you bring in this new, uncertain

world. For those who don't know me, I have pitch coached more than 3000 clients

from 60 countries, who are:

 

Teams who have taken my 2-day Pitch Coaching Intensive, online and in-person,

have gone on to raise an average of $4M and an aggregate of over $10B in funding.

 

This Playbook is a companion guide to Bethodology, four new online pitch

coaching programs with live 1:1 feedback from me, so you can continue getting the

results you desire and deserve, fast! (More details at the end of this document.)

I would love to know what you found useful in this Playbook and hear your stories

about Pitching Online. Feel free to drop me a line, anytime!

Wishing you all well,

BETH SUSANNE, ONLINE PITCH PLAYBOOK

http://www.bethsusanne.com/online-pitch-coaching
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Why is your technology important to act on now, especially given the current reality? Cake is a

tech startup offering solutions to help manage end-of-life decisions. The slide they have chosen

to use here not only addresses the question "Why Now?", it's also provocative — as is their name. 

Why Now?1.

2. Why You?

Who’s on the team and advisory board?

Name and claim your key achievements: what’s the big impact you’ve each had? 

3. Problem/Opportunity

What's the problem? Make it real and easy to relate to.

Who has it? How many? How do you know? Back up your claims.

Show market segment knowledge: stats, examples, research, links.

Tell your story through the problem.
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Part I. Creating Your Online Pitch

The 7 Slides You Need Now

https://www.joincake.com/
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What's your solution?

How does it work?

Why are you better?

Do you have a prototype? IP protection (patents)?

Use simple, descriptive language.

4. Solution: What/How?

5. Proof/Traction

Route-to-market

Volume

Cost

Conversion

This may be your most compelling slide. 

Talk about customers and partners that are already interested. What critical hurdles have you

surpassed? How? You need to show:
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Prioritize by size, growth, and/or potential

Cite current market activity / customer behavior as proof

Show how you get to break-even (or profitable)… Ideally, on the current round of funding

you’re raising

Direct: e-commerce, subscription, digital goods, brands

Indirect: advertising, lead gen., affiliate / CPA

How will you make money? 

Show metrics that drive revenues: customers, unit sales, new products/markets, expansion sales.

Describe Top 1-3 Revenue Sources:

Common Revenue Models:

What If’s? e.g., can’t sustain price, costs don’t decline, takes twice as long to make each sale, etc.

6. Business Model

7. The ASK

How much money? Is it the right amount?

How do you plan to take in funding?

Key achievement dates/use of proceeds?

What have you received to date, and what have you done with that money?

Partners? Clients?

This is your call to action, presented along a timeline.

End with a powerful summary (could be your tagline or mantra). Your whole pitch on one slide —

make it memorable, unique. Make them want to act NOW.
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Same font for headlines, sub-headers and body text

Your logo in the same place on every slide

Remember to align your content so it’s clean

Big numbers for big ideas

Smaller numbers for smaller ideas

Limit bullets to 3 lines per slide, if you can

Split heavier text up with animation (one per slide)

Keep animations simple (click: appear, click: disappear)

All eyes will be on your slides.

In person, you are the focus of your pitch – not your slides.

Your slides are merely there to support you. However, your

deck gets a lot more attention when you're pitching

online. Be sure to adhere to these basic rules of design:

Consistent branding, font and colors.

LARGE font (between 22 – 48 point).

When you have too much text...
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Play it safe!

Avoid audio, video, and fancy animations if you can.

You’ll reduce the chance of something going wrong due

to a slow Internet connection.

Your slides

matter more

online.

Remember:
ONE idea per slide. 

If you have a lot of
ideas to get across,
use more slides.
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Basic Rules of Slide Design

https://bethsusanne.com/how-to-simplify-your-pitch-deck/
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Not too many images at once. Aim for 1 per slide, or a maximum of 3

Don’t stretch, add fancy filters, or over-manipulate the images

Images should always be high-resolution, never pixelated

Use image libraries online, don't pull from Google

Too much detail Just the headline and image

Unsplash

Pixabay

Pexels

The best websites for royalty free images:

Keeping it Visual

Tips on Image Use

Too many bullet points Superimpose numbers on image

http://www.unsplash.com/
https://pixabay.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
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Voice Tone Message Body Language

When you pitch or present in person, your voice tone (38% ) plus your body language (55%)

make up 93% of what your audience absorbs. Your message only accounts for 7%. 

Although the figures below aren't exact, the emphasis completely changes when you're online.

You body language drops into the background, and your voice and message carry the weight. 
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In Person

Online

Part II. New Rules for Online Delivery

Voice Tone Message Body Language
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Voice Tone

Volume

Speed

Pitch

If there are more than 4 people on the call, whether you're

pitching on a screen or a mobile device, your voice tone

matters MUCH more than your body language, since your

body can now be reduced to the size of a postage stamp.

You can make your presentation more dynamic, bring up

the energy, convey emotion, and emphasize key points by

modifying these 3 aspects of your voice:

If you’re nervous, they’ll be able to hear it in your voice.

You need to have a warm, engaging demeanor. Even if

you've presented your pitch a hundred times, it should

come across fresh and compelling every time. 

Avoid reading your script or your slides (which can be

tempting to do online)! First memorize your script, and

then practice, practice, practice until you can deliver it

naturally.

Communication through eye contact and

body language are greatly diminished on

camera. How you use your voice is essential.

How to manage your nerves and sound confident:

Relax the muscles in your face by doing the So, Hummmmm breathing technique that I teach,

before your call, and then the Trigger Visualization to mentally prepare for a successful pitch. 

Watch my video on how to manage your voice tone, to help you understand how to modulate your

voice so that you come across as confident, resourceful and ready to execute the next steps.
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https://bethsusanne.com/nervous-before-you-pitch/
https://bethsusanne.com/how-to-mentally-prepare-for-a-successful-pitch/
https://bethsusanne.com/you-have-3-voices-this-is-the-one-you-need-to-use-when-you-present/
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Sit up straight (imagine being pulled from

the crown of your head up to the ceiling).

Keep your shoulders back and down.

Adjust your distance to the camera, so we

see only your head (with a bit of space

above your head), and your upper

torso/upper rib cage.

DO...

Touch your face! It's distracting to your

audience, and could make you appear

nervous and fidgety.

Scratch your nose or do anything else 

Play with your hair or ears.

Look too serious.

DON’T...

with your nose!

Eye Contact

"As anyone who has been on a video call knows, people tend to look more at themselves than at

the camera or even at others on the call. Video chats have also been shown to inhibit trust 

because we can’t look one another in the eye. Depending on the camera angle, people may

appear to be looking up or down or to the side. Viewers may then perceive them as uninterested,

shifty, haughty, servile or guilty." - Why Zoom is Terrible, The New York Times, 29 Apr 2020

Body Posture
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LOOK INTO THE CAMERA LENS instead of off to the side, at others in the gallery, or

anywhere else besides the camera (keeping your eyes on the camera for 2 or 3 seconds at a

time, then you can glance away and look back again, and repeat). 

Online, eyes of speakers/presenters tend to go up, or to the side, when thinking about what

to say. Therefore, PREPARE WHAT YOU WILL SAY IN ADVANCE so that you’re comfortable

looking into the camera directly when speaking.

Don't touch your faceWatch out for roving eyes

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/29/sunday-review/zoom-video-conference.html


Don’t sit too close to your laptop. Make sure you're arms-length away, or that you can reach it with

your arms slightly bent. If too close, the laptop has a wide-angle lens and will distort your face.

I use a 12-inch square file box and set my laptop upon it, which brings my eyes to the perfect

height to look into the lens. For more informal calls, I use a Laptop Stand and it works well. I just

put a couple of wide, thick books underneath my laptop and put the stand on them, and then I am

looking my audience in the eye. 

You want to have bright-eyes, not sleepy, downward-looking eyes.

BETH SUSANNE, ONLINE PITCH PLAYBOOK

Always angle the laptop camera so it's at or slightly higher than eye level.

Forehead forward Looking down Head too low

The WORST ANGLE will always be from

below (it will show chins and neck wrinkles

that you didn’t even know you had!)

The BEST ANGLE is looking slightly up into

the camera, which helps you keep your chin

up slightly and helps keep your eyes a little

more open.

LOOK AT THE CAMERA, not at the chat or

the people you can see in the gallery. 

Getting the right angle:
      

Laptop Camera Angle
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bestand-Aluminum-Desktop-Notebooks-Patented/dp/B01M6BM8GY/ref=sr_1_3_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=laptop+stand&qid=1586416273&sr=8-3-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExVkhMTVNaRzJWSVJMJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNDc4NzIxMllWMjFGT0NSV0NPOSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNTMzNzEzMVRDWUtaSkY3WVlUOSZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=


Virtual Backgrounds: Help or Hindrance?

Virtual backgrounds can make you look artificially superimposed, glow around the edges, or

worse. Below on the left, you can see what I mean! On the right, I imported a clean photo of my

office, activated my physical green screen, and it works. If you have problems, check that your

processor is compatible. Only use a virtual background if it looks natural and is not distracting. 

Your background must be neat and orderly!

 

Try to have a dedicated room to keep one area tidy behind you so you can sit down, anytime of

day or night. It can be a totally disorganised mess around you, but no one will see that, so keep

one small area of your space neat, so that you look like you’ve got it together.

If any of you have been watching Trevor Noah's Daily Social Distancing Show, he changed his

background after a couple of weeks, from a bookshelf with some distracting objects on it

(including two abstract bowls that looked weird), to a screen with the name of the show and a

different, simpler bookshelf, both at right angles so his face and torso were at the junction of the

screen and the bookshelf. The result was much more business-like and less distracting.

BETH SUSANNE, ONLINE PITCH PLAYBOOK

Background
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An important decision when going to an online meeting

format is figuring out what type of video-conferencing

software to use. You’ll want to make that decision well in

advance of the meeting and do a test run beforehand to

ensure everything goes well.

Popular platforms for online meetings

include: Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft

Teams, WebEx, and GoToMeeting.

Some have a limit on the number of attendees, and some

have time limits, so do your research and find out what

works best for your group. If the platform requires

members to install software on their computers, be sure to

send them a link before the meeting, as well as any login

information necessary.

BETH SUSANNE, ONLINE PITCH PLAYBOOK

If you lose the
connection or if it
gets too weak, it
could send the
wrong message.

Video

Conferencing

Apps

Tech Check!

Check your Internet speed

Test microphone and headphones

Start your call with video/sound off

Use computer audio, so screen share is in sync

Set up any polls in advance (if you use them)

Take 15-30 minutes before your call for a ”tech check”:
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https://zoom.us/
https://gsuite.google.com/products/meet/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
https://www.webex.com/
https://www.gotomeeting.com/es-es


BEST LIGHT: Soft, diffused natural light, front-lit. 

WATCH FOR SHADOWS: Light from the side, above,

below or behind will cast harsh shadows on your face,

or backlight you. 

USE A LAMP: If the lighting is not adequate, place a

desk lamp on the other side of your laptop, shining

towards you (not directly on your face).

USE A LIGHT RING: Use a light ring placed behind your

laptop for more subtle lighting. I use two, as my space is

very open with a lot of direct sunlight (shadows).

USE A LUME CUBE: Specially designed lighting for the

laptop or smartphone, recommended by Zoom.

USE A SCREEN: If the light source is behind you and

cannot be modified, try using a screen to remove

backlight. This also helps simplify a busy background.

AT NIGHT: Always test artificial lighting and find the

right balance before your meeting. 

Always make sure your face is evenly and 

well- lit. Here are a few tips that can help:

Facing a window with natural daylight is good BUT not

a window with full-on direct sunlight (too intense). 
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Diffused natural light

Back-lit

Green (blue) screen

How to find the best lighting on your face, in your home:

Using your phone in selfie mode, move around until the light is distributed over your face evenly

— no shadows or silhouetting. Notice where the light is coming from when you have the best

results, so you can recreate the same lighting for your meeting. If the natural light you have at

home is not ideal, use artificial lighting. Remember to test it first!

Lighting
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Microphone

Smartphone Tripod

Green Screen

Lume Cube

Light Ring

Webcam

Recommended products (most available on Amazon):

Don't let poor sound or image quality get in the way of your funding! 

All of these tools are optional, but can greatly enhance your sound, image quality and stability when

you pitch online. A webcam is also useful if you don’t already have a high quality camera on your

phone or computer. 

If you need to make a lot of video calls, or if the few calls you make REALLY matter, below are some

links to good products you can use, which I have personally tried and tested.

Microphone Smartphone Tripod Green Screen

Lume Cube Light Ring

Other Tools
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/SAMSON-Sagomic-Mic-Clip-Microphone/dp/B001R76D42/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2HIQDZWN4NIG9&dchild=1&keywords=samson+go+microphone&qid=1586415262&sprefix=samsun+go+%2Caps%2C184&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.co.uk/LINKCOOL-Aluminum-Lightweight-Smartphone-Bluetooth/dp/B07WSPM4Z7/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=2MWN7E6R0R0EY&dchild=1&keywords=smartphone+tripod&qid=1586415953&sprefix=smart+phone+%2Caps%2C203&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzTFlVNDhYU0pBR1BFJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwMzE2OTIwMjZBR1U3M0JVUTE5SiZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMjYyOTI1MUY3UEQ2STAwR0pVTSZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Chromakey-Background-Backdrop-Photography-4-9x6-6FT/dp/B077T1ZR36/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=green+screen&qid=1586415471&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1
https://lumecube.com/collections/computer-lighting
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Docooler-Dimmable-3-Colors-Streaming-Vlogging/dp/B07K9M9V1D/ref=sr_1_3?crid=19K21GOHESBF1&dchild=1&keywords=video+light+ring&qid=1586415377&sprefix=video+light%2Caps%2C172&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Logitech-Calling-Recording-Microphones-Adjustable/dp/B006A2Q81M/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=logitech+920+webcam&qid=1586415031&sr=8-1


1. Email your pitch deck before the call

 

Sharing the deck before your call means that you can

(and should) encourage the investor to ask questions or

highlight topics they want to focus on in advance. It also

means that you can direct everyone to view the

document on their individual screens to avoid any

screen-sharing challenges.

 2. Review any questions in advance

This one is primarily for the investors, and it helps the

founders set the agenda by taking the time to go

through the deck and telling them the areas you want to

focus on and key questions you want to cover in the

meeting. This is good to do in a non-remote world as

well!

BETH SUSANNE, ONLINE PITCH PLAYBOOK

Part III.

Your 

Call with 

the Investor

Don’t jump on 

the call without

sending your

presentation

ahead of time!

Here's a quick checklist:

Preparing for Your Call
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3. Set a clear agenda ahead of time

Don’t wing it! Always set an agenda and manage the

time allocated for the meeting (the previous tip really

helps on this front). Sending the agenda ahead of time

may help you stick to it, but be aware of what

indications the investors give in real time, as to how

they intend for the meeting to be run.

4. Decide who will address which questions

Always decide before you get on the call with others

from your team, WHO will answer which questions.  

As a rule of thumb, only 1 or 2 people from the team

(including the founder) should be on the call, unless the

investor requests otherwise.

5. Immediately before the call

Ensure your WIFI connection is stable, clean up your

desktop, close out of any other programs that may be

running on your computer, and make sure there is no

background noise.

Practice your pitch out loud with slides, before your call. 

You should be able to do it at least 5 times flawlessly.
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During the Call

Basic Tips

Don't talk over each other: Interruptions happen more easily during video calls. Be sure to

coordinate your responses to the investor’s questions.

If your video is on, remember that even when you are not talking, they can still see you. As I

have taken my coaching more and more online, watching people forget that they're on video

has ranged from distracting all the way to cringeworthy.

Keep the noise from kids, dogs, vacuums, etc., to a minimum if possible. If you can't, then

mute yourself when you are not talking (you will probably want to do this anyway, if there are

more than 3 of you on the call).
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Delivery & Interaction

Unless the investor has requested otherwise, use screen share mode to show your deck, with

a live window with you speaking alongside your presentation.

Ask the investor how they would like to deal with questions during the call. If you are working

with another team member, you might have them read out the questions for you and/or help

you answer them.

It’s a good idea to ask the VC how their process may be different now that you are working

together remotely. 

Never close your meeting without establishing clear next steps!

      

      

How you present your pitch online depends on what the investor asks for.
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Key bullet points, takeaways from the meeting

Answers to any questions not fully covered in the meeting

Send the investor a quick note with:

Follow-up After the Call
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Links to articles used in compiling this playbook:

“The best video conference and chat apps for self-isolation” (Lee, Wired, 27 Mar 2020)

“It’s Time To Meet Online!” (Amann, Toastmasters International, Mar 2020)

“7-38-55 Rule of Personal Communication” (Prof. Dr. Albert Mehrabian, UCLA, 1970’s)

“How (Not) to Pitch Remotely” (Teli, Sifted, 26 Mar 2020)

"Why Zoom is Terrible" (Murphy, NYT, 29 Apr 2020)

“Coronavirus will Show the VCs True Colours” (Clifford, Sifted, 23 Mar 2020)

“Investor Wisdom for Startups’ Coronavirus Pain” (Mawad, Sifted, 30 Mar 2020)
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Ideal for startups, scale-ups, researchers and accelerator teams who need to improve their pitch

and have traction in the market. 

Great for professionals and speakers looking to influence and persuade executives and teams to

fund innovative ventures, attract talent, and open new markets.

Fine tune your pitch to what investors, clients and partners really want to hear. 
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Beth's winning methodology, now available live online.

Get focused feedback on your online pitch. 

Four new programmes, starting at just 100€ per session.

Beth on Demand

Individual/Team

Fine-tune your 1-minute

pitch or resolve a specific

challenge.

Best of Beth

Individual/Team

Refine your 1-10 minute

pitch. Understand what

works, what doesn’t & why.

Beth in Depth

Individual/Team

Refocus and realign your

whole pitch – from opening

story to investor Q&A.

Beth's Blast-Off

Group/3-15 Teams

Transform your pitch in a

collaborative environment.

Perfect for accelerators.

More information: www.bethsusanne.com/online-pitch-coaching

http://www.bethsusanne.com/online-pitch-coaching
https://bethsusanne.com/online-pitch-coaching/
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Connect With Me
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www.bethsusanne.com

beth@bethsusanne.com

bethsusanne

Learn more about the clients I help and

what they say about me. 

Get my one pager be heard:

Watch my 2-minute trailer

5  tips for a perfect pitch

http://www.bethsusanne.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bethsusanne/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYauXih7dP8
https://bethsusanne.com/services/be-heard/

